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*THE STUFF THAT REFINES YOU

FEBRUARY 2018
Wallpaper* Design Awards This year’s winners, from minimalist marvels to whopping wonders and fabulous flights of fancy

Design
Awards
2018
We take flight and make our
cut of the best in class
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Heavenly staircases
Expanding tables
See-through seating
Instagrammable beds
Pulsating pinks
Wellness labs
Do-it-yourself sinks
Chocolate faucets
Jumbo ribbing
Floating pods
Supernatural sandwiches
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W* Awards
from left, ‘Échasse’ Vase,
£400, by theresa arns,
for menu. ‘lucent’ mirror,
$596, by rh modern. ‘bugia’
candleholder, $195,
by formafantasma, for
roll & hill. ‘glass half full’
Vase, a$270 (£155), by
anna Varendorff, for acV
studio. ‘soho’ freestanding
fire basket, £395, by
chesneys. ‘Ply’ chair, €265,
by Pocci + dondoli, for
desalto. ‘Pli’ table, €5,959,
by Victoria Wilmotte,
for classicon. floWers,
by fjura. ‘triangoli’
marble Vase, from €366, by
daVid nicolas, for editions
milano, from silVera.

setting
We’ve taken a shine to French designer
Victoria Wilmotte’s ‘Pli’ table for ClassiCon,
with its faceted mirrored steel base, and
RH Modern’s simple ‘Lucent’ mirror.
Two new offerings from Dedar elevate
our walls: embossed velvet ‘Proust’, and
‘Lacca’, which reproduces wood grain
in vinyl with a tactile beeswax finish.
centrepiece
Since relocating from Sydney to London
three years ago, Simone Gooch’s floristry
business Fjura (‘flower’ in Maltese) has
gained an A-list following. We’re smitten
by Gooch’s bold floral gestures, a kind of
unique free-flowing ikebana style, made up
of fresh blooms chosen early each morning
from New Covent Garden Market. fjura.com

for stockists, see Page 168

BEst
drawing
room

how to be a blooming marvellous host
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‘lacca’ WallcoVering in
col.7 notte (on left Wall),
£208 Per roll; ‘Proust’
fabric in col.16 blue marine
(on right Wall), £96 Per m,
both by dedar. ‘streamline’
fabric in royal blue (seen
in mirror), £96 Per m, by
mark alexander. estate
emulsion in draWing room
blue (on Wall) and
railings (on skirting), £40
Per 2.5 litres, both by
farroW & ball. ‘floWtech’
Porcelain tiles, Price on
request, by florim
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